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Abstract—Copy Detection Patterns (CDP) have received significant attention from academia and industry as a practical mean of detecting counterfeits. Their security level against sophisticated attacks has been studied theoretically and practically in different research papers, but for reasons that will be explained below, the results are not fully conclusive. In addition, the publicly available CDP datasets are not practically usable to evaluate the performance of authentication algorithms. In short, the apparently simple question: “are copy detection patterns secure against copy?”, remains unanswered as of today. The primary contribution of this paper is to present a publicly available dataset of CDPs including multiple types of copies and attacks, allowing to systematically compare the performance level of CDPs against different attacks proposed in the prior art. The specific case in which a CDP is the same for an entire batch of prints, which is of practical importance as it covers applications with widely used industrial printers such as offset, flexo and rotogravure, is also studied. A second contribution is to highlight the role played by the CDP detector and its different processing steps. Indeed, depending on the specific processing involved, the detection performance can widely outperform the CDP bit error rate which has been used as a reference metrics in the prior art.

Index Terms—copy detection pattern, public dataset, authentication, copy detector

I. INTRODUCTION

The global economic value of counterfeiting and piracy has been estimated at $4.2 trillion per year. In order to fight this threat which bears on citizens, brands and government organizations, different classes of methods were deployed especially for the protection of packaging and legal documents. Optical watermarks carrying an authenticating image, and special means as specially manufactured inks or substrates with a controlled distribution are among the most popular. The use of measurable but not reproducible characteristics of the document surface is an approach inspired from biometrics for detecting counterfeits. The verification of these characteristics may be done with a mobile device, avoiding the need for a dedicated reader. Similarly, a print signature can be extracted from the randomness of the printing process. One alternative is to characterize the printer and extract a signature which can be retrieved during verification. Recently there were different attempts to test security limits of CDPs against duplication, by optimizing the generation of counterfeits using neural networks. The first important contribution of this paper is to present a new dataset of CDPs that consists of originals and fakes created using a number of state of the art estimation attacks. This dataset contains of more than 27,500 CDPs images (scans and corresponding templates) and is the largest public dataset for now. The second contribution is a study of a novel attack on batch CDPs which represents the industrial applications where the same CDP is printed on a large number of items, using for instance an offset or flexogravure printer. With our dataset, we want to verify the validity of the theoretical argument that CDPs printed several times are vulnerable to averaging attacks. The third contribution is the study of different ways of improving the discrimination performance of the authentication test.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present the CDP and the authentication process in Section II. We then discuss the considered estimation attacks in Section III. We describe the CDP dataset and discuss the experimental results in Section IV. Finally, we conclude and overview the future paths in Section V.


2The dataset of CDPs templates and scans is accessible on Kaggle https://www.kaggle.com/scantrust/copy-detection-pattern-dataset
II. AUTHENTICATION USING CDP

A CDP is a noisy maximum entropy image generated with a secret key. CDPs are preferably generated as binary images since printing is, with few exceptions, a binary process. An example of original digital CDP is illustrated in Fig. 1.a.

![CDP Example](image)

Fig. 1. Example of CDP a) an original random binary image before printing (I) and b) its degraded by P&S version (Î).

A. Information loss principle

The detection of counterfeits with a CDP relies on information loss [7], which applies to each printing and scanning process. A Print-and-Scan (P&S) process, being a stochastic process [6], impacts any CDP by changing both its structure and image quality (see illustration in Fig. 1.b). The noise altering a CDP is difficult to characterize [8] as each printer and scanner has its own characteristics.

The CDP is often compared to 2D barcodes such as the Datamatrix due to the visual outward resemblance. Nevertheless, we illustrate in Fig. 2 that the elementary unit of Datamatrix is much larger than the elementary unit of CDP. Therefore, the information loss principle does not impact the Datamatrix structure. For example, the correlation measure between a digital Datamatrix and its P&S degraded version can be over 0.9, in comparison the correlation between the digital and P&S CDP is around 0.45 – 0.55 depending on printer and scanner resolutions. Therefore, the pattern elementary unit size, \( u \times u \) pixels (illustrated in Fig. 2), as well as the overall pattern size have a great impact both on the authentication process and on the ability of counterfeiters to reproduce the pattern. In practice, the elementary unit size of CDP is 1 pixel or 2 × 2 pixels in order to take the maximum advantage of the information loss principle.

B. Theoretical definition of the authentication system

CDP authentication consists of two main steps. The first one is the registration step during which the pattern is generated then printed on an item with the authorized printer, to form an original CDP. The second step is dedicated to verification: after scanning with an authorized reader, the scanned CDP is passed to an authentication test (whose parameters are adjusted during a preliminary registration step). If the test is positive, the item is considered as authentic.

The most frequent attack attempt is as follows: scanning (at high resolution) an item with a printed CDP, estimating the original digital structure of the CDP and reprinting the document with the estimated CDP. In this scenario, we denote \( I \) as the digital CDP, its print denoted as \( \Pi(I) \), where \( \Pi(\cdot) \) is the noisy process due to printing with the authorized device, and the verification scan by the authentication center as \( \Sigma(\Pi(I)) \), where \( \Sigma(\cdot) \) is the corresponding noisy scanning process.

Thus, the pattern in the opponent channel can be described as \( \Sigma(\Pi(I′)) \), where \( I′ \) is the CDP estimated by the attacker and \( \Pi(\cdot) \) is the noisy opponent printing process.

The authentication test can be formulated as a hypothesis test:

\[
\mathcal{H}_0 : I \sim \Sigma(\Pi(I)) \quad \text{vs} \quad \mathcal{H}_1 : I \sim \Sigma(\Pi(I′))
\]

where \( I \) is a grayscale image of CDP that receives by the authentication center. It can be either an original CDP (i.e. \( \Sigma(\Pi(I)) \)) or a counterfeited one (i.e. \( \Sigma(\Pi(I′)) \)).

For comparison with the digital original CDP, one may use a metric such as a distance or a correlation coefficient [3]. In addition, a distortion threshold \( \epsilon \) has to be calculated in advance and used for comparison by the authentication center.

C. Detector components

It was shown that authenticating using a grayscale CDP is more efficient than using a CDP after thresholding [6].

That is why the Bit Error Rate (BER) that is commonly used in authentication tests in related scientific papers is preferably avoided in practical implementations. A commonly used metrics is the Pearson correlation. We list below a number of techniques that can be used as part of the authentication test in order to further improve the separability between the original printed CDPs and fakes printed CDPs:

- the use of template resizing: scaling the template by an integer factor (by a factor 2 to 4) allows a more precise sub-pixel matching.
- the use of template matching techniques to take into account sub-pixel geometric distortion following the P&S process. It consists in matching the slightly cropped template with the grayscale scan by maximizing the correlation score.
- the use of high pass filtering (such as unsharp masking) before the correlation score calculation reduces the low
The main steps of the estimation attack are as follows:

1) Building a training dataset. An attacker builds a dataset, preferably using devices of the same brand and model as those used by the authority and authentication centers. Therefore, this step consists of printing and scanning of $N_{train}$ CDP images that will then be cropped (with re-sizing and orientation correction).

2) Development of the estimation model. An attacker uses $N_{train}$ images prepared in the previous step together with their digital versions in order to identify the correct parameters for the best CDP estimation. The estimation accuracy can be analyzed with the BER: a smaller BER corresponds to a better estimation.

3) Retrieval and scan of an authentic CDP $\hat{I}$ from any given authentic packaging.

4) Reconstruction of the digital version of the current CDP using the estimation model. The output images of most of the estimation methods (based on deep learning) are grayscale images with values in interval $(0,1)$.

5) Binarization of the current output image using an optimal threshold in order to obtain a black-and-white image.

6) Majority voting for the construction of a final fake binary CDP image $\hat{I}$. The estimation process is done pixel by pixel such that the $v \times v$ elementary units resulting from the binarization operation are not necessarily homogeneous (i.e. of the same color). A majority vote in each $v \times v$ elementary unit allows the decision providing a fully black otherwise white $u \times u$ units.

7) Printing the (fake) estimated CDP $\Pi'\hat{I}$, with the goal of obtaining a good estimation of the original CDP $I$ that will fool the authentication test (i.e. $\Sigma(\Pi'(\hat{I})) \sim \Sigma(\Pi(I))$).

A. Image processing attack

One of the most simple attack is the use of thresholding methods to binarize the printed and scanned CDP $\Sigma(\Pi(I))$. In this paper, we use the classical Otsu thresholding as a baseline method (denoted as “Otsu” in the rest of the paper). Nevertheless, it was shown that this attack is not very effective [2].

In order to improve the estimation results, we apply some pre-processing operations. It is known that the unsharp mask significantly increases the sharpness of scanned images. Therefore, we perform an estimation attack using unsharp masking before the binarization using Otsu method (denoted as “Otsu-unsharp” in the rest of the paper). The parameters of the unsharp mask were estimated using a train dataset of $N_{train}$ CDP images.

B. Attacks based on neural network approach

The use of neural networks for attacks is a whole new topic of research. Several recent papers [14], [19], [20] presented initial results, that were promising. These results show us the potential of neural networks to create copies that fool an authentication test. In this paper, we take the implementation proposed in [14] and adapt this implementation to our CDP image size.

C. Averaging attack for batch CDP

In this paper, we would like to study the case of CDPs printed by batch. It was shown theoretically that it is possible to generate a fake CDP that will pass the authentication test by using only a dozen of scans of a same genuine CDP [1]. Nevertheless, this attack was experimentally studied only once using a different type of anti-copy code [15], and has not been tested on CDPs. We built a novel dataset described in

Fig. 3. An overview of estimation attack.
Section IV-A and attempted to produced copies that would pass the authentication test. Let $C_i, i = 1, \cdots, n$ be digital CDPs. Each $C_i$ was printed and scanned $m$ times that gives us $P_i^j, i = 1, \cdots, n, j = 1, \cdots, m$ samples for estimation attack. An attacker uses all $m$ samples per code to estimate the digital CDP version. First of all, the samples $P_i^j, i = 1, \cdots, n, j = 1, \cdots, m$ are binarized using either image processing or neural networks. After binarization (step 5) and before the majority vote (step 6), the averaging of corresponding pixel values is applied to a batch of codes.

This averaging step consists in counting the number of black and white pixels for each position in the matrix. If the majority of binarized batch samples have a white pixel in this position, the pixel on the estimated code will also be white, otherwise it will be black. This averaging step helps leveraging the redundancy of the CDP printed by batch and to better estimate the original structure of CDP.

### IV. Experiments

In this section, we present the CDP dataset, the estimation results for both types of attacks (estimation per CDP and estimation per batch of printed CDPs) and we discuss the possible evaluation scores in order to improve the separability between original and fake samples.

**A. Dataset description**

We built two datasets:

1. **print of unique CDP (5'000 originals with corresponding templates and 10'000 copies)** and
2. **print of CDP per batch (2'500 originals with corresponding templates and 10'000 copies)**.

For both datasets, the digital CDP has size of $52 \times 52$ pixels, with $u = 1$ p/e which is defined at 600 ppi, printed with 600 dpi and scanned with 2400 dpi using printer Canon IR-ADV C5535i. Therefore, the printed and scanned codes have the size of $208 \times 208$ pixels (so that $v = 4$ p/e).

The **dataset of unique CDP** consists of 5000 unique CDP images (both templates and printed and scanned versions). We took $N_{train} = 2500$ images for developing the estimation model, $N_{valid} = 1000$ images for validation and $N_{test} = 1500$ images for test. We applied all the mentioned estimation attacks on these CDPs. The estimation results and the authentication results are presented below in this section.

The **dataset of batch CDPs** consists of $n = 50$ unique CDP images. Each image was printed and scanned $m = 50$ times. That gives us in total 2500 printed and scanned versions of 50 unique CDP templates. After that we have applied 4 estimation attacks in fusion with averaging attack. The estimation results show that these attacks work better in term of BER minimization, nevertheless as described in Section IV-C, the authentication process is still quite robust.

**B. Estimation results**

Here we present the estimation results for both datasets. We evaluate the effectiveness of estimation attack using the BER: the smallest BER corresponds to the best estimation attack.

For the estimation attack “Otsu+unsharp”, we experimentally determined the optimal parameters for the unsharp mask using $N_{train} = 2500$ images: radius is 2, 875 and amount is 10.

For the estimation attack using a neural network approach, the images of the training dataset were divided in patches of size $13 \times 13 = 169$. We used the two proposed architectures from [14]: fully connected neural network with 2, 3 and 4 hidden layers (FC2, FC3, FC4 respectively) where the size of each layer equals to the input size (i.e. 169) and bottleneck DNN (BN DNN) model with 2 fully connected hidden layers of size 128 and 64 at the encoder and decoder parts and a latent representation of size 32.

Both networks were implemented using Pytorch library with the following training parameters: number of epochs equal to 25, the batch size equal to 128, the activation function is ReLU, the loss function is MSE (Mean Squared Error), the optimizer used is Adam and the learning rate is: $1e - 3$. The training was done on a NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU.

**Estimation per CDP.** For the estimation of unique CDPs, the best results are obtained for “BN DNN” and for “Otsu + unsharp” as shown in Table I, for both approaches the BER is around 23%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image processing approach</th>
<th>Mean BER</th>
<th>Min BER</th>
<th>Max BER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Otsu</td>
<td>30.66%</td>
<td>29.80%</td>
<td>38.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otsu+unsharp</td>
<td>23.37%</td>
<td>19.92%</td>
<td>27.08%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Neural network approach**

| FC2                       | 26.06%   | 25.68%  | 31.06%  |
| FC3                       | 26.95%   | 24.33%  | 30.26%  |
| FC4                       | 24.68%   | 21.13%  | 28.64%  |
| BN DNN                    | 23.27%   | 20.31%  | 26.99%  |

**Estimation results per unique image.**

| BN DNN + unsharp          | 23.27%   | 20.31%  | 26.99%  |

We note that in general, the BER results are worse than those reported in state of the art papers. We can suppose that it is due to 1) the smaller size of CDP used (in comparison with state of the art datasets), 2) the impact of printer and scanner used, and 3) the bad adaptation of parameters used in the state of the art networks for our dataset.

**Estimation per CDP batch.** In the case of estimation per batch, $m = 50$ images were used to predict the structure of the digital CDP. The results are reported in Table II: the column “unique image” signifies the mean BER value calculated for 50 independently estimated CDP (before applying the averaging attack per batch), the column “batch estimation” presents the results of averaging attack. We note that the averaging attack decreases the BER value on average by 6 – 7%.

| BN DNN + unsharp          | 25.27% ± 0.72 | 18.48% ± 0.72 |

**Estimation results per batch.**

We add here the estimation attack “BN DNN + unsharp”, which means that we apply the unsharp mask before the estimation with BN DNN as the use of unsharp mask significantly
improve the estimation results in case of image processing based attacks.

C. Authentication scores improvement

For our authentication test we use the Pearson correlation score calculated between the template CDP and the test scanned CDP. All the estimated CDPs were printed and scanned using the same printer and scanner.

As explained in Section II-C, the authentication scores can be improved using some pre-processing techniques. We illustrate the obtained results depending on pre-processing used in Fig. 4. If we do not use any pre-processing before the correlation score calculation, we will get a small overlap between the originals and fakes as illustrated in Fig. 4.a. This means that only a small amount of fakes can pass the authentication test. More precisely there are 2.3%, 0.67%, 0.13%, 0% of fakes estimated using “Otsu+unsharp”, “BN DNN+unsharp”, “BN DNN” and “Otsu”, respectively that can be considered as authentic. For fakes estimated using “Otsu”, the difference between the worst authentic score and best fake score is 0.048. When we apply some pre-processing of the grayscale CDP image before correlation score calculation, we get a better separation of the score distributions, and no more overlap between originals and copies. Fig. 4.b illustrates the distribution separation while using template matching with a search space of 2 pixels. Fig. 4.c illustrates the distribution separation when using unsharp masking with radius 2 and amount 4. Finally, the best separation of scores distributions is obtained when applying both pre-processing operations (template matching and unsharp masking) as shown in Fig. 4.d. These results show that the use of pre-processing steps before calculation of correlation scores does help to protect the CDPs against estimation attacks.

For the attack by batch, the authentication threshold $\epsilon$ is calculated per batch, as is done in practical implementations. We illustrate only the case where the authentication scores were calculated using the best proposed image pre-processing, i.e., the authentication scores were calculated using both template matching with search space of 2 pixels and unsharp masking with radius 2 and amount 4. The minimal score values for original CDP batches are in the range 0.43 – 0.54. In the same time, the minimal score values for estimated CDP batches are smaller: “Otsu” - 0.34 – 0.39, “Otsu+unsharp” - 0.43 – 0.48, “BN DNN” - 0.34 – 0.39, “BN DNN+unsharp” - 0.41 – 0.48. In general, the authentication score depends on CDP image quality and the distribution of black and white pixels in the CDP. Therefore, the distribution of scores is difficult to be predicted. We illustrated two possible cases of scores distribution in Fig. 5. In some cases, there are more estimation errors and the distributions of scores are well separated as illustrated in Fig. 5.a. In other cases, the overlap between the original and fake score distributions is significant and thus a large amount of fake CDPs will pass the authentication test as illustrated in Fig. 5.b.

Identically to the unique CDP dataset, the fakes that can pass the authentication test are those produced using “Otsu+unsharp” and “BN DNN” estimation attacks. In total, the number of fake CDP codes that pass the authentication score is the following: 0% of fakes estimated by “Otsu”, 32.4% of fakes estimated by “Otsu+unsharp”, 0% of fakes estimated using “BN DNN”, 19.76% of fakes estimated by
“BN DNN+unsharp”.

Based on these results, we can conclude that the choice of authentication threshold $\epsilon$ is very important and we need to find a trade-off between the number of rejected original CDP and the number of accepted fake CDP. In practice, it is preferable to accept the maximal number of originals.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we studied the security aspects of Copy Detection Pattern (CDP) under estimation attack. We have built two large datasets: one with unique CDPs and one with CDPs printed by batch. Experimentally, it was shown that the use of Pearson correlation as authentication score is quite robust for authentication, nevertheless some fakes can pass the authentication test. In order to increase the gap between the original and the fake CDPs, we have proposed to use some pre-processing operations. These operations allow to fully separate the original scores from fakes in the case of unique CDP. However, these techniques are not sufficient to guarantee full separation for the batch CDP as the estimation process is more accurate.

In future work, we would like to improve the estimation results using neural networks and study improvements of authentication score calculation which increase the discrimination between originals and fakes.
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